
KEY FEATURES

The ASTAR is a remote audio networking hub that 
can be connected to a DiGiCo 4REA4 system fitted 
with  ASTAR connectors. 

It provides four A3232 ports, each carrying 32x32 
channels of 96kHz audio, that can be used to 
connect to 4REA4 expanders. 

Up to two ports can be daisy chained or the second 
port can be used for redundant cable connection.

4REA4 is a revolution in audio mixing for installed 
sound. Built on DiGiCo’s world class reputation for the 
finest mixing consoles, 4REA4 helps you integrate your 
systems better than ever before. 

The 4REA4 centralised DSP engine is the hub of 
the system containing powerful signal processing, 
expansion slots and connectivity to input/output 
modules, controllers and other consoles.
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FRONT PANEL

1 x ASTAR port (128x128 channels)

4 x A3232 ports (32x32 channels)

REAR PANEL

IEC Mains Power - 100-240V 2.1A 50/60Hz

Vents

DATASHEET

Control, route and mix audio across 
multi-space venues.

 
NETWORK HUB



The network hub shall connect to the ASTAR port on a 4REA4 
mix engine using CAT5 STP cable (or better). It shall carry a 
maximum of 128 input channels and 128 output channels at 
96kHz.

Four A3232 ports will be available to connect to remote I/O 
expanders.

The hub shall be powered using standard mains 100 – 240V 
50/60Hz 5W connected on an IEC connector.

Combined activity and error indicators shall show the status of 
each connection on the front panel.

The hub can be mounted wherever there is a convenient 
ventilated location; two units may be mounted side by side in an 
optional 1U rack-mount bracket.

The dimensions of the network hub shall be:
171 (w) 42.4 (h)  x 202.7 (d) mm 
6.73 (w)  x 1.67  x 7.98 (d) inches
Unpacked Weight: 1.2Kgs.  (2.65lbs.) 
                                      
The network hub shall be a DiGiCo ASTAR.
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Built on years of live audio experience and working closely 
with our customers, 4REA4 has been designed to meet the 
expanding performance requirements of large performance 
venues, conference centres, cruise ships, houses of worship, 
theatres, music venues and shared stages at festivals.
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